
Market price action has been all about the US dollar
this week. Whether it is risk-off flows because of
concerns over the Delta variant and rising tensions
over Taiwan or month-end flows, the DXY has closed
out the week stronger than it stated. Although, it
wasn’t all plain sailing. Friday’s Nonfarm Payroll data
saw the US economy add more jobs than expected,
but despite the job gains, some 9.5m workers were
still left on the sidelines. The increase in the
unemployment rate from 5.8% to 5.9% suggested
that although the employment increase was
welcome, it wouldn’t have any implications for the
Federal Reserve and their expected timeline for
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Calendar
Monday – 05/07
Monday’s agenda starts with Chinese composite and services Purchasing Managers’ Index
(PMI) figures for June at 02:45 BST. The manufacturing index, which was released earlier this
week, eased slightly in June vs May which may be visible in the composite index. The services
index is also set to show a modest drop, according to the median of forecasts submitted to
Bloomberg. At 08:00 BST, Turkish Consumer Price Index figures for June are on the agenda
and should show the impacts of returning consumer demand and May’s fuel tax hike.

policy normalisation. Because  of  this, the
Dollar closed out the Friday session lower, driven down by falling Treasury yields, as US
investors set their positions ahead of the 4th of July weekend.

The minutes will also be analysed to see how the QE tapering discussions are shaping up as
they have now formally began. On the topic of monetary policy, the ECB’s Governing Council
is set to also meet next week in Frankfurt to discuss the ongoing policy review. The
impromptu meeting suggests that there is a desire to wrap up the 18-month review ahead of
September’s meeting, where policy divergence between the Fed and ECB could pose
substantial headwinds to EURUSD (see our July forecasts for more on that).

Next week, the meeting minutes from the Fed’s June 
meeting will be scoured by market participants as they try 

to gain a clearer view on future US interest rates. 

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/forecasts/monex-europe-july-2021-fx-forecasts/
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The data will be key in determining whether Turkey’s pace of inflation has been slowing,
which will set the tone for the CBRT’s next meeting on July 14th. Any surprises to the upside
would naturally weaken the lira with the currency being sensitive to inflation overshoots,
especially with political pressure mounting for an imminent rate cut. Then, between 08:15
and 09:00 BST, the eurozone economies release their services and composite PMI figures.
These should show a continued recovery as the eurozone manoeuvres its way out of
lockdown restrictions, but the data are unlikely to change trends for the euro as markets
prioritise broader trends and monetary policy moves given that the recovery in the PMIs has
been broadly priced in. The same goes for UK services and composite PMIs for June at 09:30
BST, which concern the final reading. At 15:30 BST, the Bank of Canada publishes its
business outlook survey for Q2 at 15:30 BST, which may compound April’s GDP reading in
highlighting the limited economic impact the latest lockdown measures have had.

Tuesday – 06/07
The Reserve Bank of Australia will release its monetary policy decision at 05:30 BST which
will likely include an extension of the bond purchase programme. Recent economic
developments, especially in the labour market, have been positive in Australia but the latest
virus flare up may throw a spanner in the works as nearly half the population is now subject
to stay at home restrictions given the increased prevalence of the Delta variant.

While Germany still has some restrictions in place, recent developments in terms of
vaccinations and virus related hospitalisations will likely lead to further reopening in the
coming weeks. This should be reflected in the ZEW sentiment indicator. At 14:45 BST, Final
readings of US PMIs for June are unlikely to provide much fireworks unless the readings are
significantly different from the preliminary readings, though occurrences of large PMI
revisions are rare. The ECB is expected to meet on Tuesday evening in Frankfurt to discuss
the ongoing strategy review. The gathering of Governing Council members could extend until
Thursday according to Omfif. The strategy review is discussed at length on page 4.

Wednesday – 07/07
Norway’s GDP for May will be released at 07:00 BST.

Given the latest virus developments, 
the RBA may want to reconfigure its 

QE programme to more flexible buying 
subject to periodic reviews rather than 

a fixed volume of purchases. 

Additionally, some market
participants expect the RBA to
announce a shift in the three-year
bond yield target to the November
2024 bond, but we expect the board
to stick with April 2024 for the time
being. At 10:00 BST, German ZEW
Indicator of Economic Sentiment will
be released for July.
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The government initiated a four-step lockdown exit strategy in late April which has so far
seen three steps achieved. The final step to the plan was due to be assessed and potentially
announced next week, but the recent developments around the Delta variant caused Health
Minister Bent Høie to warn that the final step may be pushed back, adding downside risks to
Q3 GDP. Sweden will come out with GDP for May at 08:30 BST which should probably
include a rebound after the unexpected decline in April. Sweden’s export-led economy is
already close to reaching pre-pandemic levels. Just like in Norway, risks to the upcoming GDP
prints will be dominated by the trajectory of the virus and Sweden’s response to this.
Although political uncertainties have increased after Sweden’s Prime Minister lost a no-
confidence vote and resigned, this is unlikely to take a chunk out of the Swedish krona. At
10:00 BST, the European Commission publishes its Summer Economic Forecasts which will
be viewed as the most up to date economic forecasts of the euro-area, with the ECB’s
assessment finalised in June and not set for renewal until September. US JOLTS job openings
data is then released at 15:00 BST. The data for May will be viewed to measure how intense
labour demand remains in the US economy.

Although many FOMC members have given their views on the path of the recovery and on
the need for higher rates in the future, the minutes will still be scoured by markets for
additional commentary on the timing of rate lift-off. Additionally, with the QE discussion
officially launched at June’s meeting, markets will be reading the accounts of these
discussions with intent in order to try and gauge when an official announcement will be
made.

Thursday – 08/07
Thursday’s calendar is light, with Mexican CPI for June at 12:00 and US initial jobless claims
at 13:30 BST being the main data releases of note. Mexican CPI rose more than expected in
the first half of June, according to the National Statistics Institute, as CPI rose 0.34%. This
pushed up the 12-month inflation rate from 5.89% at the end of May to 6.02% in just two
weeks. Banxico joined Russia and Brazil in a front-loaded tightening cycle and hiked the policy
rate by 25bp to 4.25% last week, as the central bank showed concern that the surge in
inflation could persist longer than expected and damage inflation expectations. Thursday’s
inflation print may prove as further confirmation of those fears, and may therefore see the
Mexican peso respond to the reading. At 13:30 BST, US initial jobless claims will come in
after falling to a new pandemic low of 364,000 last week. The labour market progress still has
some way to go before unemployment claims reach pre-pandemic levels, with the average
sitting at 218,000 over the year 2019.

At 19:00 BST, the Federal Reserve will publish its latest meeting minutes
after the US central bank turned more hawkish as the median dot now 

suggests two rate hikes in 2023.
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Friday – 09/07
At 02:30 BST, China’s CPI inflation for June will be released. Higher prices of non-food items
have likely resulted in a pickup in inflation, although lower food prices may have offset it
somewhat. The consensus provided by Bloomberg’s own economists’ stands at 1.8% YoY,
while the median of forecasts submitted to Bloomberg foresees a gain of 1.3%. At 07:00 BST,
Norway’s CPI for June will likely print well above the Norges Bank’s target as the stronger
currency won’t be enough to offset elevated energy prices. Bloomberg’s own economists
expect the headline reading to print at 2.8% YoY while the core reading is expected to print at
1.4%. The core reading would then be slightly lower than the prior reading of 1.5% given the
bout of NOK strength which feeds through to imported goods. Also at 07:00 BST will be UK
GDP figures for May which should reflect the economy’s big leap toward pre-pandemic levels
as the reopening of hospitality and the recreation sector have likely boosted output. The
output peaks will likely be in this quarter while Q3 should show growth slow as reopening
effects fade. Expectations sit at a monthly gain of 1.8%. At 08:00 BST, Turkey’s current
account balance for May will be released. Slowing credit growth and a weakening lira should
help lift the current account balance towards a surplus, but the median expectation supplied
to Bloomberg foresees a $3.10bn deficit being recorded. Canada’s Labour Force Survey data
for June will wrap up the week at 13:30 BST, and comes hot on the heels of this week’s
Nonfarm Payrolls data.

“40,000 jobs are expected to be added in June, largely reflecting the partial 
reopening of the economy following a 3-month tightening in measures.”

This would see the unemployment rate drop back towards the 8% level. Markets will focus
on job creation outside of virus-sensitive industries too to gather insight into the underlying
health of the labour market.

ECB preview
Taking stock of the ECB’s policy review as Governing Council members
set to meet
While the data calendar for next week is well stocked, no releases stand out as hugely
significant in isolation. Thursday’s announcement by Omfif that the European Central Bank
will hold a special strategy meeting next week does however, but its market impact is likely
to be limited in the near-term. That is because the three-day retreat is unlikely to result in a
rapid conclusion of the ECB’s ongoing strategy review, which was launched back in January
2020.
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However, it does suggest that policymakers are eager to conclude the process before
September’s meeting where the next directional call on PEPP purchases is required and
before the Sintra annual forum on the 28-29th September. The results of the policy review
will be significant for markets as they will likely redefine the ECB’s monetary framework for
the first time since 2003, which will have far-reaching implications for future monetary policy
decisions in the euro-area. For this reason, we take this time to take stock of the potential
changes to the ECB’s monetary framework, which largely focus on three issues; the inflation
target, how to measure inflation, and the ECB’s role in tackling climate change.

The inflation target

The relevance of the ECB’s “below, but close to, 2%” target has been called into question over
recent years. The asymmetric target has arguably combined with structural factors to foster
low inflation in the euro-area. This has meant the ECB has missed its target more often than
not, which weighs on both their credibility and inflation expectations. With the Federal
Reserve combatting falling inflation expectations by shifting to an Average Inflation Targeting
framework, the focus is now on the ECB to alter their target too. Some in the Governing
Council, mainly from Southern European nations, are advocates of the Fed’s AIT. This would
see the ECB combat the effects of sustained low inflation by explicitly allowing inflation to
overshoot their target. However, other members, such as Chief Economist Philip Lane, are
advocates of a symmetric target of 2%. In effect, this would result in an inflation target similar
to the likes of the Bank of England, where inflation doesn’t have to average 2% at all times
but would need to reach the target over a set time frame. The latter is a softer option for the
ECB to land upon and has recently been supported by Governing Council member Jens
Weidmann. However, a clear consensus on what the new inflation target will be hasn’t
formed yet.

In the short-term, the shift in the inflation targeting framework is rather redundant given the
ECB has HICP (its favoured inflation measure at present) coming in at just 1.4% in 2023.

On top of the style of 
inflation target, the ECB

needs to define a 
timeframe in which it 

views inflation. 

For an Average Inflation Targeting framework, this
would require specifying over what period the
average is taken and how forward/ backward
looking the averaging process is set to be. For a
symmetric target, the ECB would need to define
over what timeframe it is viewing the inflationary
outlook for price growth to meet its target and thus
define its next policy move. Weidmann recently
suggested this should be defined as “over the
medium-term”, which would highlight the fact that
monetary policy can’t immediately steer the
inflationary process. For the Bank of England, the
medium-term is interpreted as the 2 year horizon.
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Any market impact from the conclusion of the policy review is therefore likely to be driven by
a combination of the new inflation target and any changes to the preferred inflation measure.
This will help define the central bank’s new reaction function going forward.

Measuring inflation

With the harmonized index of consumer prices (HICP) having tracked below 2% since
November 2018, there has been a growing call for the ECB to adjust its inflation measure to
be more representative of the prices faced by consumers. President Christine Lagarde stated
back in September that the ECB is examining its preferred inflation measure, but made it
clear by doing so it is not considering “moving the goalposts for monetary policy” but
“future-proofing how we measure inflation”. In practice, the central bank is likely doing both.
Discussing back in May, President Lagarde stated that the central bank was open to making
the headline inflation rate more representative to the costs faced by consumers by
incorporating a greater share of owner-occupied housing costs. At present, rental costs make
up just 6.5% of the HICP basket, while the cost to households of buying their homes are
currently not included.

HICP in the eurozone has remained structurally below target since the financial crisis
(SMAVG represents the 3-year moving average)

The ECB will consider including housing costs in their policy review, although this doesn’t
necessarily mean that it will be included. That is because collating a timely measure of euro-
area housing costs, whether on a rental equivalence or net acquisition approach, will be a
huge technical task. To highlight this, at present Eurostat and member state statistical offices
publish an acquisition based index on a quarterly basis with a three-month lag while flash
HICP data is released at the end of each month, with a full breakdown two weeks later.
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Including housing costs could be the answer to lifting inflation closer towards the target

Estimates of the upward impact including housing costs has on the current HICP index vary in
magnitude, but one result is known - the numbers will change considerably from what
markets have previously been tracking.

This will determine the speed at which the central bank can start normalising monetary
policy and potentially move rates closer to the zero lower bound.

Climate change
Beyond price stability, the European Central Bank will have a role in fighting climate change.
In its annual resolution on the ECB on February 10th, the European Parliament urged the ECB
to take action against climate change. Currently, the ECB is reviewing “the risks posed by
climate change and how these risks feed into the monetary policy framework” in its strategy
review. But mainly, the focus will be on the ECB’s Corporate Sector Purchase Programme
(CSPP) and the large carbon footprint it currently has.

Currently, under the €270bn CSPP programme, which has been expanded due to the
emergence of PEPP in response to the pandemic, purchases of corporate debt in carbon-
intensive sectors accounts for nearly 63% of the overall envelope. The notion of market
neutrality is the driving force behind such a carbon bias in the CSPP. Market neutrality is a
concept that aims to maintain the free market nature of the corporate debt market by buying
equal proportions of eligible corporate debt.

“How much the inflation measure is adjusted will be key for 
how achievable the ECB’s new inflation target will be.” 
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However, the concentration of carbon-intensive industries in the corporate bond market,
namely in utility sectors, infrastructure and transportation, and energy and basic resources,
market neutrality has resulted in the ECB’s corporate purchases essentially subsidising
carbon-intensive industries. To further the green transition and address climate change, the
ECB will have to either reimagine the concept of market neutrality or move away from it in its
strategy review in order to meet its environmental goals. The logistics of doing so are yet
unknown, but as Governing Council Villeroy de Galhau stated; “market neutrality does not
put a brake on carbon neutrality”. The launch of the EU’s green bond standard for use in 2022
will arguably help the ECB reduce its carbon footprint, however.

Disclaimer
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